
The New Model For Recruiting and Why It Works
Consult To Secure.

                  Expert Support                                

Find Out About Our Unique Process 
The traditional recruiting process is on it's way out, upper management is tired of processing through resume after resume only to waste their time with
the wrong fit. 

Errol Neider, founder of EGN has a unique process that results in not only the right hire but a secure hire. 
To fully assess what is truly needed/required for your company to fill a specific role Errol will create a series of meetings. He gathers this information relay to the
candidates why they should pick you, what is attractive about the role, and any assessments/questions the company would like to ask. Asking impertinent questions that
are not generally asked; What have you tried before? How long have you actively been looking? What worked? What didn't work? What are the missing components that
would make a great hire?
After the consultation process, Errol will access any new candidates based upon the needs of the company, the market, and the ongoing network. 

Next steps would be to provide you with the materials to learn your candidates. This could include written and video summaries. Errol partners with DeepHire to bring you
the most efficient and update hiring platform. 

Errol will then support and be present with the candidate all the way up until the first day of work, holistically bridging the gap between company and hire. This process
creates a relationship with the company that is easily repeatable, providing easy hiring needs to the company and candidates. 

"Unique Consult To Secure process, That is repeatable” - Errol Neider

When you retain a consult & recruit company focused on your company and
your message to the market,

over 80% of job openings are hired in the agreed to time period.
Approach. Approach. Secure. 

7 Time Wasters

In the hiring process 

If you're still using the traditional contingency model (multiply recruiters),  the following 7
issues can become major time and efficiency wasters: 

1. The headache of having to keep track of which recruiter brings which resume and who brought what first.
2. Managing multiple recruiter contacts daily while also juggling your full time job can be overwhelming.
3. Many resumes are nowhere close to what you're looking for - Wasted Time reviewing unqualified
resumes.
4. Having too many resumes to sift through can lead to missed opportunities of the ones that absolutely are
good candidates, but not on the resume surface level. Clients go into "weeding out" mode instead of
"sourcing in" and seeing the beauty in gray area candidates.
5. Finding the right candidate too late; GONE by the time they get to reviewing the resume. Good candidates
are only on the market for a short time.
6. An open ended process is a time waster. No guarantees, no sense that they are getting any closer to the
right candidates; Just waiting with nothing else they can do. If they truly need to hire someone to do a job, or
they will lose business or market share as a result, then this waiting is costing real money. Waiting with no
process is not a plan.
7. Presidents, Vice Presidents, and General Managers are searching their networks, spending time sifting
through the thousands of prospects, what is their time worth?

Constantly
Disappointed

With The Same
Old Resumes?

It's the same old available people on the market, over and over from multiple
recruiters

Are you ready to try something different?
Not seeing any unique or new candidates?
Disappointed with the quality of candidates?

With ENG's new approach to recruiting,

companies stay happy, engaged, and fulfilled in their new hire.

The Benefits Of
Consulting

 "We keep losing candidates to
counter offers from current
employers OR they get cold feet,
because the offer "isn't enough" for
them to justify a change."  -  Errol
Neider

The pairing of consulting and
recruiting brings optimal satisfaction to both
client and candidates. Errol really invests in
his partnership with the company, asking
necessary questions in finding you the right
candidate. 

What is your company all about?
What makes their company worth working for?
What are the needs and wants in the company?
Research and Approach the candidates that
THEY want.
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